I. INTRODUCTION Distributed estimation and fusion has received significant attention in both military and civilian applications [1] [2] [3] [4] , and the recent advances in sensor technology and wireless communications have highlighted the usefulness of distributed networks in this context [1] , [5] . Such models rely on cooperation between the nodes (sensors) to provide more accurate and robust estimation compared to using independent uncooperative nodes, while approaching the performance of the more complex centralised systems. This is achieved through nodes equipped with learning capabilities that take local measurements (observations) and share information with their neighbours, thus enhancing robustness to link and node failures and facilitating scalability [6] [7] [8] . A number of robust and scalable diffusion strategies for network cooperation have been developed for distributed least-mean-square estimation [9] , [10] and Kalman filtering [3] , [6] , however, these are linked to a very restrictive class of proper signals, and are also inadequate for correlated measurement noises, a common case in practice.
Complex signals arise in a number of distributed real-world applications, such as in wireless communication systems [11] , [12] and power systems [13] . However, standard complex algorithms are generally suboptimal unless the underlying signals are proper (circular), that is, with rotation invariant probability distributions [14] , [15] . For a zero-mean proper complex signal, x, the covariance matrix, R x = E{xx H } suffices to represent its complete second-order statistics. moment function known as the pseudocovariance, P x = E{xx T }, which captures the information about the power difference and cross-correlation between the real and imaginary parts of the signal, is also required for a full second order statistical description [14] .
To illuminate this further, consider the minimum mean square error (MSE) estimator of a zero-mean real valued random vector y in terms of an observed zero-mean real vector x, that is,ŷ = E{y|x}. For jointly normal y and x, the optimal linear estimator isŷ
where
is a coefficient matrix, and R yx = E{yx H }. Standard, 'strictly linear' estimation in C assumes the same model but with complex valued y, x, and A. However, when y and x are jointly improper P yx = E{yx T } = 0, and x is improper so that P x = 0, then the optimal estimator becomes widely linear 1 , that is [14] 
where B = R yx D + P yx E * and C = R yx E + P yx D * are coefficient matrices, with D = (R x − P x R * −1
T is the augmented input vector, and W = [B, C] the optimal coefficient matrix. The estimator in (2) is optimal for the generality of complex signals, both circular and noncircular. The full second order information is contained in the augmented covariance matrix
and as such, estimation based on R a x incorporates both the covariance and pseudocovariance, and applies to both proper and improper data [14] , [16] , [17] .
Extending the recent work on widely linear estimation and distributed Kalman filters [3] , [6] , [16] , [18] , we here propose a distributed augmented (widely linear) complex Kalman filter (D-ACKF) that caters for general complex signals, as well as the cross-correlations between the observation noises at neighbouring nodes. These are real-world scenarios encountered when node signals are exposed to common noise, such as in multi-sensor target tracking in the presence of observation jamming-noise, environmental noise in seismic arrays, signals from microphone array systems experiencing common interference, wireless sensor networks with overlapping user frequencies, and distributed frequency estimation in smart grids experiencing common fault.
This work generalises earlier distributed Kalman filtering approaches [3] , [6] , [19] and illuminates the duality of D-ACKF with its corresponding bivariate real-valued distributed Kalman filter, highlighting several issues of implementation motivated by duality considerations. The performance of the D-ACKF is analysed, and supported by case studies on filtering autoregressive processes and projectile tracking, involving both proper and improper signals.
II. DIFFUSION KALMAN FILTERING
Consider the standard linear state space corresponding to a node i in a distributed system [20] ,
where x n ∈ C L and y i,n ∈ C K are respectively the state vector at time instant n and observation (measurement) vector at node i, while F n and H i,n are the state transition and observation matrices, whereas w n ∈ C L and v i,n ∈ C K are respectively the white state and measurement noises at node i, and are assumed to be uncorrelated and zero-mean, with covariances and pseudocovariances defined as
where δ nk is the Kronecker delta function.
A. Distributed Complex Kalman Filter
The distinguishing feature of the proposed class of distributed Kalman filters is that no assumption is made about the correlation of the observation noises at different nodes, thus extending earlier distributed Kalman filtering algorithms [3] , [6] , [19] , and allowing us to deal more effectively with cases where the nodes experience common measurement noises.
Denote the neighbourhood of node i, that is, the set of nodes that can communicate directly with the node i (including itself) by N i , as illustrated in Figure 1 .
Let x i,n|n denote the complex Kalman filter (CKF) state estimate at node i based on all the data from the neighbourhood N i consisting of M = |N i | nodes, where |N i | denotes the number of nodes in the neighbourhood N i . The collective neighbourhood observation equation at node i is given by
with the collective (neighbourhood)) variables defined as where {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i M } are all the nodes in the neighbourhood N i . The covariance and pseudocovariance of the collective observation noise vector are:
Calculation of the neighbourhood state estimates is followed by the diffusion step, given by
where the diffused state estimates x i,n|n is the weighted estimates from the neighbourhood N i , and c k,i ≥ 0 are the weighting coefficients satisfying k∈Ni c k,i = 1. A number of fusion schemes have been proposed, including the Metropolis [9] , Laplacian [21] and nearest neighbour method [3] , however, the determination of the optimal weights for an arbitrary network of nodes is a difficult problem without accurate knowledge of the statistics of the local estimates [22] .
The distributed complex Kalman filter (D-CKF) aims to approximate a centralised Kalman filter (with access to the observation data from all the nodes) via neighbourhood collaborations and diffusion, and is summarised in Algorithm 1. The D-CKF algorithm requires each node to form a collective observation equation as in (7) by gathering information from its neighbours, thereafter, each node computes a neighbourhood state estimate which are again transmitted to neighbours to be used for the diffusion step.
− For every node i, compute the diffusion update as
Remark #1: The D-CKF algorithm 2 is based on the standard (strictly linear) state space model (4), similar to existing algorithms [3] [23], and is thus inadequate for widely linear state space models or noncircular state and observation noises, where P n = 0 and U i,n = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , N .
Remark #2:
Observe that unlike existing distributed complex Kalman filters, the proposed D-CKF algorithm also caters for the cross-correlations between the neighbourhood observation noises, while for uncorrelated nodal observation noises, it degenerates into Algorithm 1 in [3] .
B. Distributed Augmented Complex Kalman Filter
To cater for widely linear state and observation models together with improper signals, based the widely linear model in (2), the widely linear version of the distributed state space model (4) is defined as [16] 
or in its augmented representation:
T and y a n = [y
Remark #3: For strictly linear systems, A n = 0 and B i,n = 0, so that the widely linear (augmented) state space model degenerates into a strictly linear one, however, the augmented state space representation is still preferred in order to account for the pseudocovariances (impropriety) of the signals (cf. widely linear systems).
The augmented covariance matrices of w
To enable collaborative estimation of the state within distributed networks, we employ neighbourhood observation equations comprising of all the neighbourhood observation data, that is
where the conjugate state matrix
The augmented neighbourhood observation equations can now be written as
with augmented neighbourhood terms defined as
The covariance of the augmented noise v a i,n is then defined as
and caters for both the covariances E{v i,n v H i,n } and crosscorrelations E{v i,n v H k,n }, i = k of the nodal observation noises through the covariance matrix R i,n , and the pseudocovariances E{v i,n v T i,n } and cross-pseudocorrelations E{v i,n v T k,n } through the pseudocovariance matrix U i,n . Finally, the augmented diffused state estimate becomes (23) and represents a weighted average of the augmented (neighbourhood) state estimates. The proposed distributed augmented complex Kalman filter (D-ACKF), based on the widely linear state space model, is summarised in Algorithm 2.
Remark #4: For strictly linear systems (A n = 0 and B i,n = 0 for all n and i) with circular state and observation noises (P n = 0 and U i,n = 0 for all n and i), the D-ACKF and D-CKF algorithms are equivalent, in the sense that they yield identical state estimates for all time instants n.
However, if any of these conditions are not met, the D-ACKF assumes a more general form than the D-CKF. This can be illustrated based on the analysis in [16] , which shows the advantages of the augmented complex Kalman filter (ACKF) over the conventional (strictly linear) complex Kalman filter (CKF) for the non-distributed case.
Remark #5: When the nodes are subject to uncorrelated observation noises, the information form of the D-ACKF, given in Algorithm 3, can be utilised to cater for the propriety of the signals without accounting for observation noise correlations at different nodes.
Further, depending on the correlation between the observation noises, different nodes in the distributed network can switch between the general D-ACKF in Algorithm 2 and the information form D-ACKF in Algorithm 3.
III. ANALYSIS

A. Duality Analysis
Owing to the isomorphism between augmented complex vectors and bivariate real vectors, and the duality analysis for stochastic gradient filters [24] , the D-ACKF algorithm has a dual bivariate distributed real valued Kalman filter (D-RKF) which can be used to reduce its computational complexity.
A complex vector z = z r + jz i ∈ C q has a composite bivariate real representation in R 2q of the form
where I is the identity matrix (with appropriate dimensions), 
and the invertible orthogonal mapping [26] . Based on this isomorphism, the real bivariate state space corresponding to the augmented complex state space in (16) is given by Therefore, the D-ACKF and D-RKF effectively implement the same state space model, but operate in the complex and real domains, respectively. Generally speaking, for systems naturally defined in the complex domain, it is desirable to keep the computations in the original complex domain in order to facilitate understanding of the signal transformations, together with benefiting from the well defined notions of phase and circularity.
However, since the computation cost associated with complex-valued algorithms is higher than that for real valued ones, the duality analysis provides a framework for reducing these cost, whereby the number of additions and multiplications required are approximately halved and quartered, respectively.
B. Mean And Mean Square Analysis
For generality in analysis, we consider augmented complex variables: let e 
Upon taking the statistical expectation, the recursion in (43) leads to a closed form expression for the mean error of the D-ACKF algorithm, given by (16) is time invariant, that is, F n = F, H i,n = H, Q n = Q and R i,n = R, and the state transition matrix F is stable. This is a standard assumption for the steady-state analysis of Kalman filters.
It then follows that
,n|n is also time invariant at steady state. Next, we define the following terms for convenience of notation:
where {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i M } ∈ N i , and M = |N i | is the number of nodes in the neighbourhood N i . Based on (43), the mean square error Σ a i,n = E{e a i,n|n e aH i,n|n } at the node i then becomes
Remark #7: Under Assumption #2, the covariance matrices Q i,n = Q i and R i,n = R i are time invariant, while as lim n→∞ the terms A i,n = A i , B i,n = B i , G i,n = G i also become time invariant. Then under Assumption #1, that is, provided all the nodes in the network converge to the same steady state value, the remaining error covariance term M i,n also converges. Further, observe that, based on (42), the MSE can alternatively be expressed as
where Γ a jk,n = E{e a j,n|n e aH k,n|n } is the cross-correlation matrix between the neighbourhood errors.
Remark #8: Since j∈Ni k∈Ni c j,i c k,i = 1, the MSE at any node i is then upper bounded by the MSE of the node in its neighbourhood with the worst MSE, that is
where tr(·) is the matrix trace operator. It then follows that at any time instant n, the upper bound for the average MSE of the whole distributed network is the MSE of the node with the highest MSE in the network.
From Remarks #6, #7 and #8, the D-ACKF converges both in the mean and mean square sense, hence it is a consistent estimator, while its MSE performance is upper bounded by the worst performing node in the network.
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLES
To illustrate the advantages of the widely linear D-ACKF over its strictly linear D-CKF counterpart, the following case studies were conducted: A) filtering of a noisy complex-valued autoregressive process; B) estimating and tracking the position of a projectile in two dimensions.
A. Filtering an Autoregressive Process
Consider a distributed network consisting of N = 10 nodes (see Figure 2) , used for filtering the complex autoregressive (AR) process defined as z n = 1.2z n−1 − 0.8z n−2 + u n For rigour, u n is a noncircular white complex Gaussian driving noise with variance E{|u n | 2 } = 2 and a varying pseudovariance E{u where v i,n is the complex Gaussian white observation noise associated with node i, while the variances, pseudovariances and cross-correlations of the observation noises were
Remark #9: Observe that the nodes in network experience correlated observation noises with different variances, modelled through the term 1/ √ i in the expression for R i,n , where i = {1, · · · , N } is the node index.
In the simulations, we used the ratio of the magnitude of pseudocovariance to covariance, that is η u = |E{u 2 }|/E{|u| 2 }, as a measure for the degree of circularity of a (zero-mean) complex signal u = u r + ju i , where a signal is circular for η u = 0 and maximally noncircular for η u = 1. The average mean square errors (MSEs) of all the nodes were used for a quantitative assessment of performance in a nearest neighbour diffusion scheme, which is as follows [3] . Let |N k | denote the number of a neighbours (including itself) of node k; to compute the diffused state estimate for node i, the weight associated with a neighbour k is proportional to |N k |, that is
where α i = k∈Ni |N k | is a normalisation parameter for node i which ensures that k∈Ni c k,i = 1. Figure 3 compares the steady state performance of the diffusion Kalman filter in [3] (Algorithm 2), D-CKF and D-ACKF algorithms, along with the centralised versions of the D-CKF and D-ACKF (Centralised-CKF and Centralised-ACKF), with access to the observation data from all the nodes at each time instant. Figure 3a illustrates the results for circular observation noises (U i,n = E{v 2 i,n } = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) and a state (driving) noise with various degrees of noncircularity, whereas the results for a noncircular observation noise with a circular state noise (P n = 0) are shown in Figure 3b . The variances of the state and observation noises were kept constant throughout, and only their pseudocovariances (degree of circularity) where changed. The results illustrate that for second order circular (proper) state and observation noises (η w = 0 and η vi = 0), the strictly linear D-CKF and widely linear D-ACKF algorithms have identical performances, conforming with the analysis and Remark #3, while for noncircular noises (η w = 0 and η vi = 0) the D-ACKF offered superior performance, as it catered for the pseudocovariances. Moreover, D-ACKF had decreasing MSE for an increasing degree of noise noncircularity, while D-CKF was unaffected by changes in the noncircularity of the noises, as it is not designed to recognise noncircular signals.
The performance comparison between the Centralised-CKF and centralised-ACKF algorithms also shows a similar trend, with centralised-ACKF offering better performance for noncircular signals. The D-CKF and D-ACKF algorithms outperformed the diffusion Kalman filter in [3] (Algorithm 2), because they cater for the cross-correlations between the the observation noises (R ik,n = E{v i,n v * k,n }), and only marginally underperformed compared with their centralised counterparts. Observe that for uncorrelated nodal observation noises with circular state and observation noises, the D-CKF, D-ACKF and the diffusion Kalman filter in [3] will have identical performances.
B. Projectile Tracking
We next considered the problem of estimating and tracking the position of a projectile in two dimensions, where only noisy measurements of its position are available. Let (x n , y n ) and (ẋ n ,ẏ n ) denote the position and velocity vectors of the projectile at time instant n, respectively, then the corresponding complex valued distributed state space model for the system is given by
where:
• x n = x n + jy nẋn + jẏ n T is the projectile state vector, and g = 9.8m/s 2 is the gravitational acceleration; • F, K and H are time-invariant matrices and vectors defined as
where T is the sampling interval; • z i,n is the observation at node i; • w n is the zero mean state noise (used to account for modeling inaccuracies), whereas, v i,n is the zero mean observation noise at node i.
To illustrate the benefits of the proposed distributed algorithms, we considered a scenario with N = 20 nodes connected as in Figure 4 , where a projectile was launched into the air with an initial velocity (20, 10)m/s, from location (0, 0)m. The sampling interval was set to T = 0.05s, and the mean square errors (MSEs) of the different algorithms were computed by averaging 1000 independent trials. The state and observation noises were noncircular random processes, both with a degree of noncircularity of η = 0.85, and their respective distributions were defined as 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Distributed complex state space estimation has been addressed in the context of collaborative networks for the general case of noncircular states, observations, and state and observation noises. The distributed (widely linear) augmented complex Kalman filter (D-ACKF) algorithm has been introduced for the sequential state estimation of both secondorder circular (rotation invariant) and noncircular (rotation dependent) signal distributions, within a framework which caters for correlated nodal observation noises. We have also analysed its performance, and have shown that it provides unbiased and consistent estimates and enhanced performance for noncircular signals, compared with the distributed complex Kalman filter (D-CKF). Computational complexity issues have been addressed through duality analysis between D-ACKF and a bivariate real valued distributed Kalman filter. Simulations using both circular and noncircular signals illustrate the performance gains of the proposed solutions.
